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We characterize the radial functions V in Rn for which the a priori inequality
&{uV 12&2+k &uV 12&2C &V &12(2+k2)u&2 holds with constant independent
of k. The condition is for V to have the X-rays transform everywhere bounded. We
apply these estimates to the well posedness of evolution Schro dinger equations with
time dependent drift terms and to the restriction of the Fourier transform to
Euclidean spheres.  1997 Academic Press
Key Words: reduced wave equation; Schro dinger equation; restriction of Fourier
transform.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider solutions to the Helmholtz equation
(2+k2)u= f, k # R, x # Rn, n2, (1.1)
satisfying the Sommerfeld outgoing radiation condition
|
SR
|r u&iku| 2 d_=o(Rn&1) as R  . (1.2)
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Here, SR :=Sn&1R denotes the sphere of radius R and d_ the normalized
measure on SR .
We denote by Tr the class of nonnegative weight functions V such that
the supremum over spheres defined by
H(r)= sup
| # Sr
V(|)
satisfies
_V_ :=sup
+0
|

+
H(r) r
(r2&+2)12
dr<. (1.3)
This is to say that the X-rays transform of the radial function H is
everywhere bounded, but for reasons we will explain later, we refer to func-
tions in this class as satisfying the ‘‘radial MizohataTakeuchi’’ condition.
The main results of this paper are the following.
Theorem 1. Let V # Tr .
(a) If f # C0 and we consider the unique solution u of problem (1.1)
satisfying (1.2), then there exists C>0 independent of f and k such that the
following a priori estimate holds:
|
Rn
|u(x)| 2 V(x) dx
C
k2
_V_2 |
Rn
| f (x)| 2 V &1(x) dx. (1.4)
(b) Let z=*+i=; then there exists a constant C>0, independent of z,
such that for any u # C0 (R
n), the following a priori estimate holds:
|
Rn
|u(x)|2 V(x) dxC |z|&1 _V_2 |
Rn
|(2+z) u(x)| 2 V &1(x) dx. (1.5)
(c) (Weak Limiting Absorption Principle) Let us denote by R(z)
the extension to L2(V &1(x) dx) of the operator (2+z)&1 defined in
L2(dx) & L2(V &1(x) dx); then for f # L2(V &1(x) dx),
R(*+i0) f :=weak- lim
z  *, Iz>0
R(z) f
exists in L2(V(x) dx) and is a solution of (1.1). If f # C0 (R
n) then
R(k2+i0) f is the solution satisfying the Sommerfeld outgoing radiation
condition.
The homogeneity of inequality (1.4) allows us to obtain the following
estimate for the gradient as a consequence of Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2. Let V # Tr , if f # C0 and we consider the unique solution u
of problem (1.1) satisfying (1.2), then there exists C>0 independent of f and
k such that the following a priori estimate holds:
|
Rn
|{u(x)| 2 V(x) dxC _V_2 |
Rn
| f (x)|2 V &1(x) dx. (1.6)
Notice that (1.4) and (1.6) are meaningful only if supp f/supp V.
Some remarks are needed to make clear the statements of Theorems 1
and 2.
Remark 1. Let us denote by Dp the class of nonnegative weight func-
tions such that
V :=V( |x| ) is a radial function
and
_V_p := :
j=+
j=& \|
2 j+1
2 j
|V(r)| p r p&1 dr+
1p
<.
We have:
Proposition 1. If p>2 then _V_C_V_p .
In particular the functions ( |x|=r)
V(r)=
C
r( |log r|+1)b
, b>1
V(r)=r&a/(0, 1)+r&b/[1, ) , a<1, b>1.
are in Dp , p>2.
Hormander [Ho, Chapt. XIV] considered monotone functions with
similar types of singularities at infinity to obtain estimates such as (1.4) for
kk0>0. Notice that a1 is a natural assumption for (1.6).
At the endpoint p=2 the inclusion Dp /Tr breaks down. We can find
functions in D2 for which the inequality
|
Rn
|u(x)| 2 V( |x| ) dx
C
k2
_V_22 |
Rn
| f (x)| 2V &1( |x| ) dx
does not hold (see Theorem 3 below).
Remark 2. Estimates (1.5) and (1.6) can be considered uniform
weighted Sobolev estimates [KRS, Lemma 2.2]. In some sense they are
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extensions of Lemma 4.2 in Agmon [A], where for the case V( |x| )=
(1+|x| )&b, b>1, the Sobolev estimates
&u(x)&H2(V( |x| ) dx)C &(2+z)u&L2(V&1( |x| )) ,
are obtained, with C uniform in the range K&1|z|K, K>1.
In Agmon [A, Theorem 4.1] the convergence of the operators (2+z)&1,
when z approaches from above the real axis, is proved in the norm topol-
ogy of the bounded operators L2(V &1)  L2(V ). In this sense (c) is a
‘‘weak limiting absorption principle.’’
Let us now say a few words about the space Tr . Define the Fourier
transform
f (!)=|
Rn
e&i! } xf (x) dx;
as a consequence of Remark 2 and the fact that
lim
=  0
u=(x)=
?i
2k
(d_k)7 V f (x)+p.v. |
Rn \
1
|!| 2&k2+ f (!)eix } ! d!, (1.7)
where d_k denotes the measure of the sphere of radius k, and u=
(2+k2+i=)&1 f, we obtain a theorem of restriction to spheres for the
Fourier transform for which we can prove that condition V # Tr is
necessary.
Theorem 3. Let V be a radial measurable nonnegative function; then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) V # Tr .
(b) There exist constants C1=C1(V )>0, such that if f # L2(V &1)
and R>0,
&(d_R)7 V f &2L2(V )C1& f &
2
L2(V&1) . (1.8)
(c) (Weighted Radial Restriction Theorem) Given f # L2(V &1) we
can define a trace f |SR of f on SR such that there exists C2=C2(V )>0,
& f |SR&
2
L2(SR)
C2 & f &2L2(V&1) . (1.9)
(d) (Weighted Radial Extension Theorem) There exists a constant
C3=C3(V )>0 such that for any R>0 and any half-density g # L2(SR) we
have
&(gd_R)7&2L2(V )C3 &g&
2
L2(SR)
. (1.10)
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Furthermore if (a) holds then C1=C _V_2, C2=C3=C _V_ with
absolute constants C.
As a consequence of identity (1.7) and (b) O (a) in Theorem 3, we have
Corollary 1. Let V be a radial measurable nonnegative function. Then
V # Tr if and only if there exists a constant C>0 such that for any u solution
of (1.1) and (1.2) the following a priori estimate holds:
|
Rn
|u(x)| 2V( |x| ) dx
C
k2 |Rn | f (x)|
2V &1( |x| ) dx.
We make the following remarks in order to explain the radial Mizohata
Takeuchi condition (1.3) and to give its historical background.
In [AH, Theorem 3.1] Agmon and Ho rmander proved for a half-density
g # L2(S n&1) and a compactly supported continuous function V the follow-
ing equality:
lim sup
R  
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)| 2V(xR) dx
=(2?)&n&1 |
S n&1
| g(!)| 2 \|

&
V(t!) dt+ d_(!).
This identity can be extended by density to functions V continuous and
vanishing at . Furthermore, if we make a translation Vy(x) :=V(x& y),
we also have
lim sup
R  
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)| 2Vy(xR) dx
=\2?+
&n&1
|
S n&1
| g(!)| 2 \|

&
Vy(t!) dt+ d_(!). (1.11)
Assume for such a function V the existence of a constant C=C(V )>0
such that the above estimate (1.10) holds; applying it to the function
h(x)= g(xR), x # SR and g # L2(Sn&1), we obtain
sup
R>0
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)|2 V(xR) dxC &g&2L2(Sn&1) .
Since one can write
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)| 2Vy(xR) dx
=
1
R |Rn |(g( } )e
&iRy } ( } ) d_)7 (x)| 2V(xR) dx, (1.12)
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we also have for any y # Rn
sup
R>0
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)|2 Vy(xR) dxC &g&2L2(S n&1) . (1.13)
This together with (1.11) implies that for any g # L2(Sn&1)
(2?)&n&1 |
S n&1
| g(!)| 2 \|

&
Vy(t!) dt+ d_(!)C &g&2L2(Sn&1) ,
where C is independent of y # Rn. Then we obtain
sup {|

&
V( y+t|) dt : | # S n&1, y # Rn=<. (1.14)
Thus inequality (1.14), which we call scalar MizohataTakeuchi, happens
to be a necessary condition for the a priori estimate (1.12) to hold in the
case of a function V continuous and vanishing at infinity.
The above argument can be adapted to functions V radial and measurable
by a standard approximation. In this case condition (1.14) reduces to (1.3),
as can easily be checked; hence Theorem 3 states that for radial measurable
functions this condition is also necessary. Nevertheless we give a direct
proof of the necessity in this case to illustrate that, given the radial poten-
tial V and the point x, the supremum in the condition (1.14) is attached for
an | # Sn&1, which makes the line [x+t|, t # [0, )] a glancing ray for
the level surface of V at x. As a consequence we get the following.
Corollary 2. Let V # Tr , then for any g # L2(Sn&1) we have
lim sup
R  
1
R |Rn |(g d_)
7 (x)| 2V(xR) dx
=(2?)&n&1 |
S n&1
| g(!)| 2 \|

0
V(t!) dt+ d_(!).
Let us notice that the one parameter family of functions VR=(1R)
/B(0, R) is uniformly bounded in Tr ; hence from Theorem 3(d) we have for
any g # L2(Sn&1)
1
R |B(0, R) |(g d_)
7 (!)| 2 d!C &g&2L2(S n&1) .
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This inequality was obtained by Hartman and Wilcox [HaW] (growth
property of Herglotz wave functions, see also [CoK, Theorem 3.22]) and
generalized to differentiable submanifolds by Agmon and Hormander [AH,
Theorem 2.1] as the dual of the trace theorem for Sobolev spaces.
When we consider mixed norm estimates Lqr (L
2
Sn&1) we get the result in
Vega [V1]. It would be interesting to understand the relation of
Theorem 3 to the nonradial weighted restriction theorem in Morrey classes
in [ChiR] and with the radial weighted estimates for BochnerRiesz
operators obtained in [Ru, Mo, Cor, CRS]. In these works they need to
control Bessel functions J+(r) and their derivatives in the region r>+. In
the present work we need the asymptotics of Bessel and Hankel functions
in the whole (+, r)-plane to control the bad exponential behaviour of
Hankel functions (see Sect. 4).
For later use we record the following minor extensions of estimates (1.4)
and (1.6), which are straightforward from their proofs.
Proposition 2. Let V1 and V2 in Tr , then there exists a constant C>0
such that for f # C 0 and u a solution of (1.1) (1.2),
|
Rn
|u(x)| 2V1(x) dx
C
k2
_V1_ _V2_ |
Rn
| f (x)| 2 V2(x)&1 dx, (1.16)
|
Rn
|{u(x)| 2 V1(x) dxC _V1_ _V2_ |
Rn
| f (x)|2 V2(x)&1 dx. (1.17)
We can obtain, as a corollary of this proposition, the estimate for
derivatives of order less than or equal to one corresponding to theorem
14.3.2 in [Ho], for P0(!)=|!| 2.
As a final application of the previous results, let us consider the initial
value problem for the Schro dinger evolution equation,
{(i
&1t u+2xu+V(x, t) } {u=F(x, t), x # Rn, t # R,
u(x, 0)=u0(x),
(1.18)
with the drift term given by the field V. In [T1] Takeuchi proposed that
for stationary vector drifts V=V(x), the condition
sup {Re |
t
0
V(x+s|) } | ds, | # Sn&1, x # Rn, t # R=< (1.19)
is sufficient for the initial value problem (1.18) to be well posed in L2(Rn).
In the case of continuous drifts Mizohata [M, p. 169] proves (1.19) to be
necessary for that purpose and gives a stronger condition, which is also suf-
ficient. This new condition is the assumption of (1.19) for a sufficiently
large number of the derivatives of V.
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A natural, and we think also interesting, question is whether condition
(1.19) suffices for (1.18) to be well posed. A perturbation procedure
together with Theorem 2 allows one to give the following partial answer to
that question.
Theorem 4. Let V(x, t) be such that
sup
t
|V(x, t)|W(x)
with W # Tr and _W_<= for some =>0. Then given u0 # H4 12(Rn)=
[ f : Rn | f (!)|
2 |!| d!<] there exists a unique solution u of (1.18) such
that
sup
t
&u( } , t)&H4 12+|
Rn
|

&
|{u(x, t)| 2 W(x) dt dx<.
Notice that on one hand no regularity condition in V is assumed. On the
other hand we have the restriction on the almost radial condition imposed
by W # Tr , the size obstruction, and the requirement that the initial datum
must be in H4 12.
It is natural to expect that Theorem 4 can be extended to potential
V=V1+=V2 with V1 a smooth potential satisfying (1.19), V2 a rough
potential as in Theorem 4, and = a number which may depend on V1 (see
for example [KPV]). To avoid the restriction in H4 12, inequalities as (1.17)
for D12 instead of {u but for more general weights will be necessary (see
[RuiV2]).
These questions as well as the scattering properties of systems of the
form 2+V(x) with potential in Tr will be studied elsewhere.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorems 1, 2,
and 3. In Section 3 we deal with the application to Schro dinger equations.
In Section 4 we prove some lemmas on Bessel functions needed in
Section 2. We thank T. Barcelo and C. Perez for enlightening conversa-
tions.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1, 2, AND 3
In the proof of Theorem 1 very precise estimates on Bessel J+ and
Hankel H (1)+ functions are needed. These estimates are summarized in the
following three lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let +12; then there exists a universal constant C>0 such
that
(a)
|J+(r)|+|H (1)+ (r)|
C
r14(r&+)14
, if r>+++13, (2.1)
|J+(r)|+|H (1)+ (r)|
C
+13
, if +&+13<r<+++13. (2.2)
(b) We can choose a constant :0 , independent of +, 0<:0<12, such
that if t0 is defined by the equation + sech :0=+&t0+13 then
:20
2
+23t0:20 +
23, (2.3)
and
(b1) for + sech :=+&t+13, 1tt0 , we have the inequalities
|J+(+ sech :)|C
e&+(:&tanh :)
+13t14
, (2.4)
|H (1)+ (+ sech :)|C
e+(:&tanh :)
+13t14
, (2.5)
(b2) for 1+ sech :+ sech :0 , we have
|J+(+ sech :)|C
e&+(:&tanh :)
+12
, (2.6)
|H (1)+ (+ sech :)|C
e+(:&tanh :)
+12
. (2.7)
(c) For 0<r1
|J+(r)|C(r2)+
1
1(++1)
, (2.8)
|H (1)+ (r)|C(r2)
&+1(+). (2.9)
Remarks. The point of these estimates is the uniformity in + and r.
The proof of Lemma 1 is postponed to Section 4.
The following lemma can be found in Watson [W, p. 446].
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Lemma 2 (Energy Decay on Spheres of Solution of (1.1) and (1.2)). If
+12 and r>0, then r |H (1)+ (r)|
2 is a nonincreasing function of r.
Lemma 3. Let +12; for r>+++13 we have
J+(r)=
1
- 2?
cos %(r)
(r2&+2)14
+h(+, r), (2.10)
where
%(r)=(r2&+2)12&+ arccos
+
r
&?4 (2.11)
and
|h(+, r)|{
C \ +
2
(r2&+2)74
+
1
r+
C
r
if +++13r2+
if r2+.
(2.12)
This lemma can be found in [BC] and [B]. The proof uses a stationary
phase method.
We now state that functions satisfying MizohataTakeuchi condition
(1.14), without any assumption of radiality, are weights for Bessel potential
Bs , s12.
Lemma 4. Let V satisfy (1.14); then for any s12 we have
& f &L2(V )_V_ & f &s, 2 , (2.13)
&B2s f &L2(V )_V_ & f &L2(V &1) , (2.14)
&I1 f &L2(V )_V_ & f &L2(V&1) , (2.15)
where & }&s, 2 denotes the norm in the usual Sobolev space H s and Bs and Is
are, respectively, the Bessel potentials
(Bs f )7(!)=(1+|!| 2)&s2f
and the Riesz potentials
(Is f )7 (!)=|!| &s f .
Proof of Lemma 4. For (2.13) we refer to Schechter [Sc, pp. 131, 120]
with s12, r=2, p=q=2, t=, and :=1. Then write in [Sc, Chap. 6
(4.1)] M1, 2, , 1(V 12) in polar coordinates and use condition (1.14).
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Estimate (2.14) follows by duality and the semigroup property of Bs .
To obtain (2.15) just check M1, 2, , (V 12)<.
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume w.l.o.g. that V itself is radial and
H=V in (1.3).
Let us start with the proof of (a).
We may reduce to the case k=1; just notice that if Vk(x) :=V(k&1x)
then
k _V_=_Vk_.
Hence, estimate (1.4) has the correct homogeneity.
Let us denote by 8 the outgoing fundamental solution of (1.1), i.e.,
8(x)=
Cni
|x| (n&2)2
H (1)(n&2)2( |x| ) ; (2.16)
for good functions f we can write the solution of (1.1), (1.2) as
u(x)=| 8(x& y) f ( y) dy. (2.17)
We have the following spherical wave decomposition of the fundamental
solution (see for example Colton and Kress [CoK, (2.4.2) for n=3, (3.6.5)
for n=2], Ramm [R, n=3, p. 22]):
Lemma 5 (Addition Theorem). Let [Y lm]m=1, ..., al be an orthonormal
basis of the spherical harmonics of degree l; then, if |x|>| y|,
8(x& y)=:
l
:
al
m=1
ijl ( | y| )hl ( |x| )Y lm \ x|x|+ Y lm \
y
| y|+ , (2.18)
where
jl (t) :=t&(n&2)2Jl+(n&2)2(t)
and
hl (t) :=t&(n&2)2H (1)l+(n&2)2(t), t>0.
The series in (2.18) and its derivatives with respect to |x| and | y| are
uniform and absolutely convergent on compact subsets of the region |x|>| y|.
Now take
f (x)=:
l
:
al
m=1
flm(r)Y lm \ x|x|+ , (2.19)
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and
u(x)=:
l
:
al
m=1
ulm(r)Y lm \ x|x|+ , (2.20)
where r=|x|.
Inserting (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20) in (2.17), since 8 has a weak
singularity at the origin, we get
ulm(r)=ir&(n&2)2 \H (1)+ (r) |
r
0
tn2J+(t) flm(t) dt
+J+(r) |

r
tn2H (1)+ (t) flm(t) dt+ , (2.21)
where + :=l+(n&2)2.
If we write our inequality (1.4) in polar coordinates, using the Plancherel
identity and the substitution h(t)= flm(t) t(n2)&1, we are reduced to proving
|

0
|H (1)+ (r) |
r
0
J+(t)h(t)t dt+J+(r) |

r
H (1)+ (t)h(t) t dt|
2 V(r) r dr
C _V_2 |

0
|h(r)| 2 V &1(r)r dr, (2.22)
with a constant C independent of h and +. If the dimension n3, then we
have the statement of Lemma 1 (+12). If n=2 we have an extra +=0,
and everything works by using the asymptotic behaviour of J0(r) and
H (1)0 (r) when r  0 and r   (see [W]).
Another way to obtain (2.21) is by separating radial and spherical
variables in the equation
(2+k2+i=)u== f.
We get a sequence of singular SturmLiouville problems for Bessel type
equations; by a limit pointlimit circle argument, see Hartman [H], the
Green function for each selfadjoint problem is given by a combination of
Bessel and Hankel functions. Taking =  0 we obtain (2.21) (in the case
=>0, we can also solve the problem by Fourier transformation and using
the uniqueness to obtain formula (4) in Watson [W, p. 429]).
By the Ho lder inequality and a change in the order of integration, the
left-hand side of (2.22) is bounded by
C \|

0
|J+(r)| 2 |

r
|H (1)+ (t)|
2 V(t) t dtV(r) r dr+ |

0
|h(t)| 2 V &1(t) t dt.
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Hence our problem reduces to proving
|

0
|J+(r)| 2 |

r
|H (1)+ (t)|
2 V(t) t dtV(r) r drC _V_2. (2.23)
The left-hand side of (2.23) is bounded by
\|

0
|

+&+13
+|
+&+13
0
|
+&+13
r + |J+(r)| 2 |H (1)+ (t)| 2 V(t) t dtV(r) r dr. (2.24)
To control the first integral in (2.24) we prove:
Lemma 6. There exists a constant C>0, independent of +, such that if
V is a radial function in Tr , then
|

0
|J+(r)| 2 V(r) r dr+|

+&+13
|H (1)+ (r)|
2 V(r)r drC_V_. (2.25)
Proof of Lemma 6. Since the behaviour of J+(r) and H (1)+ (r) is similar
in the range +&+13<r, it is enough to prove
I :=|

0
|J+(r)|2 V(r)r drC _V_. (2.26)
We split I according to the different cases in Lemma 1:
I=|
+ sech :0
0
+|
+&+13
+ sech :0
+|
+++13
+&+13
+|
2+
+++13
+|

2+
:= :
5
i=1
Ii .
From (2.6) and (2.8) it is easy to see that
|J+(r)|C+&1, if 0<r<+ sech :0 ;
thus
|
+ sech :0
0
C
sech :0
+ |
+ sech :0
0
V(r) drC+&1_V_.
Let t0 be defined by the equation + sech :0=+&t0+13 and set M the
integer such that
2M&1<t02M;
for simplicity we identify t0 and 2M.
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From (2.3) we know that M satisfies
C1+232MC2+23.
Let us split
[+ sech :0 , +&+13]= .
M&1
j=0
Ij , (2.27)
where
Ij=[r # R such that r=+ sech :=+&s+13, 2 j<s2 j+1].
From (2.4) we know that
|J+(r)|C
e&+(:(r)&tanh :(r))
2 j4+13
, if r # Ij ,
where the function :(r) is defined by + sech :(r)=r. This allows one to
write
|
+&+13
+ sech :0
C :
M&1
j=0
2& j2+&23 |
Ij
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r))V(r) r dr
C :
M&1
j=0
sup
r # Ij
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r)) |
Ij
V(r)
(r2&(+&2 j+1+13)2)12
r dr
C :
M&1
j=0
sup
r # Ij
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r)) _V_
C _V_ :
M&1
j=0
exp(&23j2)C _V_.
I3 can be bounded easily by using estimate (2.2).
To deal with I4 we use (2.1) to write
I4|
2+
+++13
C
(r&+)12 r12
V(r) r drC _V_.
For the last integral, I5 , we use |J+(r)|(Cr12); this follows from (2.1)
for r>2+:
I5|

0
V(r) drC _V_.
This ends with the proof of Lemma 6.
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After Lemma 6 it is enough to obtain
I :=|
+&+13
0
|J+(r)| 2 |
+&+13
r
|H (1)+ (t)|
2 V(t) t dtV(r) r drC _V_2. (2.28)
We split I into three integrals,
I=|
1
0
+|
+ sech :0
1
+|
+&+13
+ sech :0
:=I1+I2+I3 ,
where :0 was defined in the statement of Lemma 1.
Let us proceed first with I3 .
Let t0 be defined by the equation + sech :0=+&t0 +13 and the functions
:(r) and {(r) by + sech :(r)=r=+&{(r)+13.
From (2.4) and (2.5) we have
I3C |
+&+13
+ sech :0
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r))
+23{(r)12 |
+&+13
r
e2+(:(t)&tanh :(t))
+23{(t)12
V(t) t dtV(r) r dr
C+&1 |
+&+13
+ sech :0
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r))
(+&r)12
_ |
+&+13
r
e2+(:(t)&tanh :(t))
(+&t)12
V(t) t dtV(r)r dr. (2.29)
Let us take again the partition (2.27) in the proof of Lemma 6 and write
(2.29) as
C+&1 :
(23) log +
j=0
|
Ij
1
(+&r)12 |
+&+13
r
e2+(,(t)&,(r))
(+&t)12
V(t) t dtV(r)r dr,
where ,(t)=:(t)&tanh :(t); a simple calculation gives
,$(t)=&
(+2&t2)12
+t
. (2.30)
(2.29) is bounded by
C+&1 :
(23) log +
j=0
|
Ij
V(r) r
(+&r)12 |
+&+13
r
e2+(,(t)&,(r))(t&r)12+12
(+&t)12
V(t)t
(t2&r2)12
dt dr
C+&12 :
(23) log +
j=0
|
Ij
V(r)r
(+&r)12
sup
t>r
e2+(,(t)&,(r))(t&r)12
(+&t)12
_V_ dr. (2.31)
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To estimate the sup in the above expression let us start with
sup {e
2+(,(t)&,(r))(t&r)12
(+&t)12
: r # Ij , t>r, t # Ij _ Ij&1=
sup {e
2+,$(s)(t&r)(t&r)12
(2 j&1+13)12
: r # Ij , t>s>r, t # Ij _ Ij&1=
C sup { e
&;uu12
(2 j&1+13)12
: u>0=
C;&122& j2+&16C2&3j4,
where ;=&2+,$(+&2 j&1+13)C+&132 j2, for (2.30).
Consider now for j>1
sup {e
2+(,(t)&,(r))(t&r)12
(+&t)12
: r # Ij , t # .
j&2
k=0
Ik=
+&16(2 j+13)12 exp \&2 (+
2&(+&+13)2)12
+&+13
2 j&1+13+
C2 j2 exp(&2 j)C2& j.
Hence we can bound (2.31) by
C+&12 :
(23) log +
j=0
2&3j4 |
Ij
V(r)r
(+&r)12
_V_ dr
C _V_ :
23 log +
j=0
2&3j4 |
Ij
V(r)r
(r2&(+&2 j+1+13)2)12
drC _V_2.
To control I2 we use Lemma 2, (2.6), and (2.7) to write
I2C |
+ sech :0
1
e&2+(:(r)&tanh :(r))
+
r |H (1)+ (r)|
2 |
+&+13
r
V(t) dtV(r) r dr
C |
+ sech :0
1
V(r) dr |
+&+13
1
V(t) dtC _V_2.
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Finally we proceed in the same way with I1 using (2.8) and (2.9):
I1C |
1
0 \
r
2+
2+ 1
1(++1)2
r |H (1)+ (r)|
2 |
+&+13
r
V(t) dtV(r)r dr
C |
1
0 \
r
2+
2+ 1
1(++1)2
r \r2+
&2+
1(+)2 |
+&+13
r
V(t) dtV(r)r dr
C+&1 |
1
0
V(r) dr |
+&+13
0
V(t) dtC _V_2.
This ends with the proof of (a).
Let us prove (b). We reduce to the case Iz>0; for Iz<0 a similar proof
can be given using the Hankel functions H (2)+ instead of H
(1)
+ .
Define
8z(x) :=
Cniz(n&2)4
|x| (n&2)2
H (1)(n&2)2(z
12|x| ),
where a principal branch in the powers of z is taken. This is the fundamen-
tal solution of 2+z, or the inverse Fourier transform of (1&|!| 2+z), if
Iz>0.
Then if f # C0 inequality (1.5) is equivalent to (Iz>0)
&8z V f &L2(V )C |z|&12 _V_ & f &L2(V&1) .
Let us observe that 8z V f can be defined for compactly supported
integrable f and can be continuously extended up to the positive real
halfline Iz=0, Rz>0.
Let f be a function in the Schwarz class; we can define, if Iz0, the z
family of operators Tz ,
z12V 12(8z V (V 12f )), if Iz>0,
Tz f ={kV 12(8k2 V (V 12f )), if z=k2, k # RikV 12(2&k2)&1 (V 12f ), if z=&k2, k # R
It would be enough to prove
&Tz f &L2C _V_ & f &L2 , (2.32)
for a class of functions f dense in L2.
Estimate (2.32) is true for z=k2, k # R, which is just part (a) of the
Theorem.
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For z=&k2, k # R, we can reduce (2.32) by homogeneity to the case
k=1, which is estimate (2.14) for Bessel potentials of order two in
Lemma 4
&B2 f &L2(V )C _V_ & f &L2(V&1) .
Now if f and g are functions in Schwarz class, then the function defined
on Iz0 by F(z) := Tzf (x)g(x) is analytic in Iz>0 and continuous up
to the boundary, where it is bounded by C _V_ & f &L2 &g&L2 . If we prove
that F(z) behaves when |z|   better than exponential, i.e., for any =>0
there exists a constant A such that for all z # C+ :=[z # C, Imz>0],
|F(z)|Ae= |z|, (2.33)
then we can apply Phagme nLindelof maximum principle, see Bak and
Newman [BaN], and obtain (2.32).
In order to prove (2.33) we use for instance the uniform Sobolev
estimate of Kenig et al. [KRS], which ensures the existence of C>0, inde-
pendent of z and u such that
&u&Ls$C &(2+z)u&Ls ,
where s=2n(n+2) and s$ is its dual.
This inequality allows one to extend (2+z)&1 to functions in Ls, and we
can write
} | z12V 12(2+z)&1 (V 12f )g }|z| 12 &(2+z)&1 (V 12f )&Ls$ &V 12g&Ls
|z| 12 &(V 12f )&Ls &V 12g&Ls ,
which is bounded for functions in the Schwarz class, then (2.32) and (b)
follow.
(c) For f and g # C0 we have
lim
z  k2, Iz>0 | ((2+z)
&1 f ) g=
?i
k | |!|=k f g^ d!+p.v. |
f g^
|!| 2&k2
which implies the existence of boundary values.
The weak convergence follows from estimate (1.4). K
Proof of Theorem 2. We may assume that V is radial and V=H in
(1.13).
As in the proof of Theorem 1(a) the inequality is invariant by dilations.
Hence we can reduce to the case k=1.
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Define
m(!)=( |!| 2&1)&1=m1(!)+m2(!),
with m1(!)=,( |!| )m(!) and , a bump function supported in [12, 2] and
identically one on (34, 32). If we split the solution u of (1.1) and (1.2) as
u=u1+u2 with u^i=miu^, i=1, 2, we have
(i) |{u2(x)|C  f ( y)( |x& y|n&1) dy=CI1 f (x),
(ii) {u1=K V u with some kernel K # L1(Rn).
Inequality (1.6) for u2 follows from Lemma 4, and for u1 from
Theorem 1(a) and the Minkowski integral inequality.
Proof of Theorem 3.
(a) O (b). Since V # Tr , the behaviour with respect to dilations
allows one to reduce (1.8) to the case R=1, then
(d_)7 (x)=
Cn
|x| (n&2)2
J(n&2)2( |x| ),
we may take imaginary part in (2.16), and, if we follow the lines of the
proof of Theorem 1(a), we are addressed to prove
|

0
|J+(r)| 2 V(r) r drC _V_,
which is (2.25) in Lemma 6.
To prove (b) O (c), we use Tomas’ [To] argument to write for f # C0 :
|
Sn&1
f f d_=|
Rn
f ( f V (d_)7) dx
& f &L2(V&1) &(d_)7 V f &L2(V )C2 & f &2L2(V&1) .
We can obtain (d) from (c) by a duality argument.
Proof of (d) O (a). Let us fix _>0 which can be understood as the mini-
mal distance from the origin to a line tangent to the level surface S_ of the
potential V; we desire an upper bound for the integral along this line, i.e.,
|

_
V(r)r
(r2&_2)12
dr<CC3 . (2.34)
Let us assume, that we have proved (2.34) for _=0, that is,
|

0
V(r) dr<CC3 , (2.35)
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then (2.34) reduces to
|
2_
_
tV(t)
(t2&_2)12
dtCC3 . (2.36)
By using monotone convergence, it suffices to prove (2.36) for VM(t)=
V(t)/[r : V(r)M] , M>0.
This is attained by taking a spherical wave of high frequency l on the
sphere of radius R, in such a way that the ratio lRr_.
To be precise, let us take spherical harmonics g(!)=Y l (!), ! # SR ; in
this case the FunkEcke formula allows one to write (1.10) as
sup {R |

0
|J+(Rt)| 2 tVM(t) dt : R>0, + # (n&2)2+N=<C3 . (2.37)
Take (+R)=_ in (2.37). From (2.10) and cos2%=12(1+cos 2%) we have
1
4? |
2_
_+_+&12
VM(t) t
(t2&_2)12
dt+
1
4? |
2_
_+_+&12
cos 2:(t)
VM(t) t
(t2&_2)12
dt
+
2
- 2? |
2_
_+_+&12
cos :(t)(R2t2&+2)14h(+, Rt)
_
VM(t)t
(t2&_2)12
dt<C3 , (2.38)
where :(t)=%(+(t_&1)).
From (2.11) and (2.12),
|(R2t2&+2)14h(+, Rt)|
C
+14
, if _+_+&12t2_. (2.39)
|:$(t)|
+34
_
and |:"(t)|
+54
_2
, if _+_+&12t2_. (2.40)
The third integral in (2.38) tends to 0 as +   from (2.39) and the fact
that (VM(t)t(t2&_2)12) # L1(_, 2_).
The second integral vanishes as +   from a RiemannLebesgue type
lemma (basically integration by parts and (2.40)).
Only (2.35) remains to be proved.
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Take +=+0 fixed in (2.37) and use the asymptotics
J+0(r)= 2?r cos(r&(2+0+1)(?4))+O(r&32).
If we take R  , arguments similar to those used in the above case
(here we use the usual RiemannLebesgue lemma) prove (2.35).
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
The proof of Theorem 4 requires several arguments preciously used
in [RuiV1] and [RuiV2]; we refer to the first work to avoid tedious
repetition.
We start with some a priori estimates for the free propagator.
Proposition 3. Let eit2u0 be the solution of (1.18) with V=0 and F=0,
then given W # Tr there exists C>0 such that
|
Rn
|

&
|D12eit2u0 | 2 W(x) dt dxC _W_ &u0&2L2 . (3.1)
Proof. This estimate is the substitute in this context for [RuiV1,
(2.10)]. Here the key estimate is (1.10).
Proposition 4. Let u be the solution of (1.18) with V=0 and u0=0,
then given W # Tr , there exists C>0 such that
|
Rn
|

&
|{xu(x, t)| 2 W(x) dt dx
C _W_2 |
Rn
|

&
|F(x, t)| 2 W&1(x) dt dx. (3.2)
Proof. This estimate is analogous of [RuiV1, Proposition (4.2)]. We
use (1.6) together with (3.1) as key estimates and follow the arguments in
the proof of [RuiV1, Theorem 1].
Proof of Theorem 4. Let us consider the Duhamel linear operator T
and the space of functions X defined by
T(F ) :=eit2u0+i |
t
0
ei(t&{) 2(V( } , {) } {F( } , {)) d{
:=eit2u0+T1(F )
X :={F : supt &F( } , t)&H4 12+|Rn |

&
|{F(x, t)|2 W(x) dt dx<= .
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We look for a solution of the integral equation T(F )=F and therefore
of (I&T1)(F )=eit2u0 . Hence it will suffice to prove that eit2u0 # X and
that T1 maps X into X with an operator norm smaller than 1. This follows
from Propositions 3 and 4. The details can be found in the proof of
[RuiV1, Theorem 3, p. 931].
4. PROOF OF LEMMA 1
Proof of Lemma 1. The asymptotics of Bessel and Hankel functions at
the origin and at infinity can be deduced without difficulty; they yield
estimates (2.8), (2.9), and part of (2.1). The delicate point is to approach
the point +=r, which we call, following Cherry [Che], the transition point.
Notice that all the estimates in the lemma are uniform in the two variables
+ and r.
Let us start with (2.1).
In the real region r>+ Bessel and Hankel functions behave in the same
way. These inequalities have been used in several works, for instance
Barcelo [B], Vega [V2], and they can be obtained from oscillatory
expressions of J+(r) and H (1)+ (r) by using stationary phase, steepest
descend, or WKB asymptotic methods. For our estimates integration by
part suffices.
From Watson [W, pp. 176, 178] we have
J+(r)=
1
? |
?
0
cos(+%&r sin %) d%&
sin ?+
? |

0
e&+t&r sinh t dt, (4.1)
H (1)+ (r)=
1
? |
?
0
e i(r sin %&+%) d%&
e&i?+
i? |

0
e&+t&r sinh t dt
+
1
i? |

0
e+t&r sinh t dt. (4.2)
We outline the estimation of these integrals the details can be seen in [B];
It is not difficult to prove that
|

0
e&+t&r sinh t dt
1
++r
, if r>0, (4.3)
|

0
e+t&r sinh t dt
1
+&r
, if r>+++13, (4.4)
|

0
e+t&r sinh t dt
C
+13
, if +<r<+++13. (4.5)
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The estimation of the oscillatory integrals ?0 e
\i(r sin %&+%) d% is different
in the cases r=+ and r>+. In the first one the phase \(r sin %&+%) has
a double stationary point; in the case +<r there is a simple stationary
point at %0 defined by cos %0=+r.
We are going to comment only on the last case when +++13<r.
We split ?0 e
\i(r sin %&+%)d% into two terms. The first term is over a small
neighbourhood of %0 ; we bound this therm by the measure of the
neighbourhood (there is no cancellation in this integral). The second term
is an integral on the complement of the above neighbourhood; the
derivative of (r sin %&+%) never vanishes here and we take advantage of
the cancellation by integrating by parts. The two integrals are of the same
order in + if the size of the interval around %0 is of order r&14(r&+)&14.
We obtain
} |
?
0
e\i(r sin %&+%) d% } Cr14(r&+)14 , r>+++13. (4.6)
The same kind of arguments allow one to prove
} |
?
0
e\i(r sin %&+%) d% } C+13 , +&+13<r<+++13. (4.7)
After (4.1)(4.7) we see that the behaviour of Bessel and Hankel functions
is essentially the same if r>+++13, and we obtain (2.1).
When r<+ the above oscillatory behaviour changes to exponential as
can be seen from the term 0 e
+t&r sinh t dt in (4.2). In estimates (2.4)(2.7)
we need to control the exponential terms. The usual methods in this case
are saddle pointssteepest descent or (J)WKB.
To prove (2.6) and (2.7) we use the saddle point method as done in
CourantHilbert [CouH, p. 527]. This approach does not allow us to go
up to the value :0=0 in the statement of the lemma.
To obtain (2.4) and (2.5), either we use the first term in the asymptotics
obtained by Cherry [Che] using the (J)WKB method, or apply the
steepest descent method as done in Chester et al. [CheFU] (see Copson
[Cop, p. 107] for the Bessel function J+). Both approaches use a change of
variable to pass from two single saddle points to one double saddle point;
the first approach reduces the Bessel equation via an asymptotic change of
variable in the equation to on Airy type equation (this is the reason this
method can also be called semiclassical approximation).
See Galindo and Pascual [GP, Chap. 9] for information on (J)WKB
method and Copson [Cop] for references on the modified saddle point
method.
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Cherry [Che, first formula in (4.46)] gives the asymptotics
J+(+(1&s2)12)=C
!14Ai(+23!)
+13s12
(1+O(+&1)) (4.8)
in a complex neighbourhood of x=(1&s2)12=1, where !=((32)
(arctanh s&s))23, C is independent of +, and Ai is the Airy function which
for & # C such that |&|>0 and |arg &|<?2 can be expressed as
Ai(&2)=(1?) e&2&33 |

0
e&&t2 cos(t33) dt (4.9)
(see Copson [Cop, p. 102]).
In the case r=+(1&s2)12, s<1, we can take s=tanh :; then from (4.8)
there exists :0>0 independent of + such that if 0::0 ,
J+(+ sech :)=C
(:&tanh :)16 Ai(((32) +(:&tanh :))23)
+13(tanh :)12
_(1+O(+&1)). (4.10)
If we take :0 sufficiently small we may assume that if 0::012 then
(14):3:&tanh :(13):3, (4.11)
(12):tanh ::, (4.12)
1&:2sech :1&(:2)2. (4.13)
Using (4.10)(4.13) we have
|J+(+ sech :)|C
|Ai(((32)+(:&tanh :))23)|
+13
, for 0::0 . (4.14)
A similar argument using formula (4.46) in Cherry [Che] yields
|H (1)+ (+ sech :)|C
|Ai(((32) +e?i (:&tanh :))23)|
+13
,
for 0::0 . (4.15)
In order to study the behaviour of Bessel and Hankel functions in rr+,
r<+ we need the following estimates of the Airy function, which are a con-
sequence of (4.9):
|Ai(*)|C*&14e&2*323, *>0, (4.16)
|Ai(*e2?i3)|C*&14e2*323, *>0. (4.17)
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Let :(t) defined by + sech :(t)=+&t+13, t>0; then for 0::(1):0 ,
we can prove from (4.13) that
+&13:(1)212+&13.
Hence, we get from (4.11) that the argument of the Airy function satisfies
((32)+(:&tanh :))23((12) :3+)23213, in 0::(1).
We can now use the boundedness of the Airy function in [0, 213] and from
(4.14) conclude that
|J+(+ sech :)|
C
+13
, (4.18)
when 0::(1), i.e., +&+13r=+&t+13+ (0t1).
In a similar way we can prove
|H (1)+ (+ sech :)|
C
+13
, for 0::(1). (4.19)
Then (2.2) follows from (4.18), (4.19), and the estimates at the beginning
of the proof.
Now assume that in + sech :(t)=+&t+13 we take t>1, i.e., :>:(1),
then (4.11)(4.13) imply that the argument in the Airy functions satisfies
((32)+(:&tanh :))23(38)23
Since (4.14) and (4.15) hold only in 0::0 , let t0 be such that
+ sech :0=+&t0 +13; we are going to work in the interval 1tt0 . From
+ sech :(t)=+&t+13, 1tt0 and (4.13) we get
t12+&13:(t)212t12+&13. (4.20)
In particular, we obtain uniform bounds in + for t0 (2.3):
:20
2
+23t0:20 +
23.
Now (4.14), (4.16) together with (4.11), and (4.20) prove (2.4) in the state-
ment of the Lemma. Similar strategy would yield the analogous estimate
(2.5) for Hankel functions.
To prove (2.7) we use the following expression of the Hankel function,
which can be found in Courant and Hilbert [CouH, p. 527],
H (1)+ (a+)=
&1
? |L e
+(&iasin {+i{) d{,
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where L is the complex path from &i to &?+i through the points
(0, 0) and (&?, 0). We can apply the steepest descent method to obtain
uniform bounds in the range 1+asech :0 . The estimates in [CouH]
are stated only for a0aa1 for any 0<a0<a1<1; the point is to see
that they can be extended up to a=1+. This is left to the reader.
To obtain (2.6) we can use the analogous expression for H (2)+ and the
fact that J+ is a linear combination of Hankel functions.
Finally, (2.8) and (2.9) are an easy consequence of the power expansion
of the functions at the origin.
Lemma 1 is proved. K
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